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qualify, i, e.of 12 to 18 counts yarn.   At the same time  the  Association and afHha
ted organisations are making efforts to tap all available sources of fine and   median
yarn and   put into the market larger quantities of high count cloth,   Andhra, Tarm?
Nad and Karnatak particularly are producing fairly large quantities of higher coum
cloth and:the value of medium'and fine Khadi  production  in  these  three  provinces
during 1927—28 amounted to over zyi lakhs of rupees.
texture,
The second direction in which improvement continues to be effected is^ in respect
of texture. In the last year's .report it was stated that as compared with the firt
year's there was an increase of 25 to 30 per cent in the number of threads used per
i nebs. During 1927—28 many of the organisations have still further tried to improve
the texture. Rajasthan, Andhra and Tamil Nad branches may be specially mentioned
in this connection. The Rajasthan Branch in 1926—27 was using only 1200 threads
in warp in its Gadha of 30 inches width. In 1927—28 even the lowest quality of
Gadha manufactured by the Rajasthan Branch contains 1300 threads while the
highest contains as many as 1600, Andhra has sought to improve the texture all
round. The number of picks and ends used in medium Khadi i. e. of about 20 to 2$
counts yarn has been increased from 40 to 44, In the ordinary Khadi of 12 to 16
counts if has been increased from 32 to 36, and in rough Khadi of under 12 counts
from 28 to 32. The Tirupur organisations in Tamil Nad were generally using only
40 threads per inch of warp and weft in 1926—27 ; while now the Branch is
attempting to introduce 44 threads. Other provinces are also working in this
direction and generally closer attention is now being given to texture by all Khadi
organ isatious.
dyed and printed goods.
Apart from better yarn and better weaving, efforts are made in other directions
as well to meet the needs and satisfy the tastes of the consuming public. With the
development of production on a large scale the Khadi organisations everywhere hare
realised the necessity of studying the needs of the market and satisfying the tastes
oi the consumers. Increasing attention is being paid to the finishing processes and
every year the organisations are putting in the market not merely a larger number
of varieties but more attractive varieties as well. All the usual varieties in white are
of course now available. The need for printed and dyed goods has been realised
and every important Khadi organisation is having its own printing and dyeing
department large or small. The Tamil Nad Branch is having its dyeing depart-
ment at Tirupur. Besides, the Branch has also made arrangements to get goods
dyed at Madura, The excellence of Madura dyes is well-known. At present the
Branch is getting goods dyed in Madura in 29 different shades of fast colours. _ The
Khadi Pratisthan's dye-house at Sodepur has been maintaining its mark in efficiency.
The Grope Khadi dyeing as done by this dye-house has been receiving deserved
recognition. It is stated that the Calcutta Corporation has accepted this ^particular
Khadi for its requirements. Of printed goods large quantities are now being made
available. The Masulipatam prints are well-known. The Lahore bhandar run by
the Punjab Branch of the A. I. S. A. has made its special printing arrangements and
Its palm-print and peacock-print curtains and table-cloths are in demand in many
pans of the country. The spray-printing introduced by the Khadi Pratisthan is also
note-worthy. This process is said to give peculiar delicacy of tint and touch- Prints
aifc made fast by a special process. This is a new line that the Pratisthan has adop-
ted for making khadi more attractive.
ib this connection it is necessary to mention the Rashtriya Stree Sabha of Bombay.
Tfefe vSabha is importing fine and medium Khadi and gets lace and embroidery work
4@®te asd thus putting into the market a small quantity of fine and fancy fabrics.
So*. MititQben Petit is also doing somewhat similar work, besides getting Khadi
fiAMI i» many attractive design*. The A, L S. A. bhandar at Bombay is also
tpmg «88l»r0idiry work dooe and by its study of the needs of the market is able
«§® jftn MpM sn|sgape$tkm$ as to the quality and variety of goods in demand.
cwe eferts are areiitioaed to show that the Khadi organisations are alive to
far tm$m»omn wprtwewents in quality so as to be able to meet all

